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The Dete~inin~.tion of a Profitable Rate Level 

The exercise of determininK a rate level for some future 

period usually takes place within the context of an already 

existing rate level. Sere amount of experience is usually avail- 

able under the cu*'rel,t rates end under other older rate levels 

whioh nan be adjusted to current levels through a mathematical 

process %'hieh is familiar to us all. In any event, data is 

usuall~, available for at least a some%'hat credible determination 

of the adequacy of the current rates. So ordinarily the ratemaking 

process is actually ~ rate review process as the results of the 

analysis are usually expressed in terms of changes to the present 

rotes. %~len the process is considered as a revie%" of ourrent rates, 

major steps in that process naturally follow. They are: 

i. Determination of the adequacy (or excessiveness) 

of the present rates fcr the present time. 1 

2. ident~ficaticn of the perceived differences 

between the present time and the future time and 

quantification of those differences. 

3. Translation of the results of steps 1 and 2 ~nto 

changes to the current rates to create adequate 

but not e):ees~ive rates for some future ~eriod. 

Step 1 requires that experience period premiums and losses be 

ad~nsted t 9, reflect the current levels of ~remiuuz collections and 

loss incurJ1r, ents. ~ This step requires Judgments as to, among others, 

Ipossihly it would be more precise first to speak of the adequacy 
of current rates for the time represented by the experience, but 
that uo~/d Just slow us down %'ithout adding significantly to the 
discussion. 

?The reader is advised not to nttesJpt to find "ineurrments" in a[.y 
standard English dictionary. Instead let us define by analogy: 
psi; is to payments as incur is to ineurrments. 
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data ~ufficiency and accuracy. This type of judgment deuls with 

somewhat knox, n quantities and events of the past and present 

rather thal, ~ith predictions of future conditions or events. Such 

Judgments are usually suseFtable to a rather objective deductive 

t3'pe of reasoning. Let us refer to such Judgments as deductive 

Judgments. 

In step 2 we compare the present with the future and there- 

fore we must make Judgments about events that have not yet occurred 

and conditions that may net yet exist. The usual procedlu'e for 

doing this involves the examination of phenomena of the recent past 

such as inflatlcn rates and frequency trends and extraction from 

those phenomena of ~nferences about the future. Let us therefore call 

those types of Judgments inferential Judgments. Inferential 

Jud~ents usually ~eig.: quite heavily in the amount of trend that 

will be used to bridge the gap between the present and future periods. 

Step 3 involves the application of trends sad other perceived 

differences between the present and future ~eriods to the current 

rate level, ~rlth adjustment for the current iradequaey Or redundency= 

to derive the required rate level for the future period. We now 

have Lhe basis for a new set of rates which, if our reasoning, 

assumptions and inferences are good, will bring us to vithin epsilon 

(defined by ehonce varlatlon, the law of large numbers and luck) of 

a profitab%e l:osition in the future period. 

But let us look at step 2 once more. There we identified the 

differences between the current and future Feriods. However, there 

are differences that could not possltly have been evaluated at that 
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time; thcy are the differences caused by ~he change in rate ]eve] 

itself dctermined in step 3. ~lese differences could include the 

change ill the company's competitive ]~sition with other companies 

wrltin 6 in the ss_me market place, changes to the types and amounts 

of coverages ~ulchased by present and prospective insureds prompted 

by the noven~en~, in rates, and the amount and kind of new business 

that ~ill be generated by the nee rate level. We make both 

deductive ~nd inferential Judgments many times along the way to 

sn~riving at a rate level. Now we see that some additioeal judg- 

ments are necessary. We must decide ~'hether the rate level that 

is a product of our asstu~ptions and Judgments is compatible with 

those ass~nptions and judgments. This final Judgment is an 

J nferentiel one in that it involves prediction of the future r~%ther 

lhan deductions about the past or present, br example, ve may 

have assumed in step 2 that our o%m bock of business vcuid experience 

a frequency trend which does not differ from that of the rest of the 

industry, i.e. that the relative quality of our book of business will 

no~ eh~I~ge het~een the present and future periods. But given the 

rate level change derived in step 3, can ~e expect to be able to 

attr~ict risks that are as gocd as the once ~e have been attracting 

with the c1~reat rate level? If the rate change indication is l'or 

a substantial increase, that assumption could be questioned, 

especioll$' if the competition is net expected to take s'imilar rate 

action. Or suppose the data indicate a suhstintial decrease in rate 

]evel. The resulting !mprove/nent in competitive position could he 
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enouch to cause a significant increase in the number" of new risks. 

q~:is influx of new business with its usually hlg~er loss ratios may 

eontradiel our sssumptlons about the new/renewsJ, split Jn the future 

and could create an inadequacy in the indicated rate level. A small 

Jud£mental reduction in the indicated 6ecrease could bring that rate 

level into equilibrium with its underlying assumptions. 3 

~o we see that both deductive and inferential ,~udgmentn are an 

appropriate and necessary part of the rate review process and that 

inferential judgments must be made i~th during the process and in the 

evaluation of the compatibility of the resu/ts vith the underlying 

asz~ptions. So rate level is both cause and effect. It is the 

effect of 8 certain level of losses but it also is, in s sense, a 

cause of those losses since the rate level determines the type and 

quality of risk that will be written. 

For example, suppose we are to determine the rate level for 

Company A in a very competitive and ~rlce conscious environment such 

as private passenger automobile. ~*e current rate level situation is: 

Rate level as % of 
5 of Company A Level Total rdarket 

Company' ~ 95% 20% 

Cc~:[,any A i00% 5% 

Companies C, D, E ]05% 25~ 

Others 120% h5% 

Invol~tary 150% ~ 

3 The question cf whether an ,assumed chance ihdne lisw/renewal 
distribution should be reflected in the rate level at all is 
an interestiD6 and important oz'e and the answer is not at all 
clear, hut neither Js it pertinent to this discussion. 
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I!o'~ suppose our rate level indication is for a 25% ix~crease in 

rates. Such en increase would totally change the competitive picture 

for Ccupany A. Instead of being in a position to attract zor~e o:' 

tile best risks, Company A would have the highest rates in the 

voluntary market. The indication for +25% assumes the ability tc 

attract the better risks, for that was ~mplied by the competitive 

posit~on during the experience period which produced that indication. 

But e/early that assumption ~s incomparable %-ith our ta~.ing that 

increase. Yet ~'e need the higher rate level to ~upport the level of 

losses that ~e expect. What should we do? 

Look at the table of rate levels again. If we, as Company A, 

need a Zb~ increase in rate level, then either we are doing something 

ver~' ~Ten 6 or Companies B, C, D and E will also need larce increases 

in the nes/" future. Assuming the latter, we should increase rates by 

10% or so and plan to increase again later after the ethel" companies 

have changed. In this way we have preserved as nearly as ~'e can the 

equilibrium between our determined rate level and the assumptions 

underlying it. 

This dynamic relationship between rate level decision and- actual 

rate level needs is a strong argument for making the actuary a part 

of the decision making process instead of merely a provider of infer- 

varies. Let us now explore further the role the actuary might play in 

company decision making. Specifically let us examine company goals as 

they relate to the actuary or decision maker. 

CGO~LS AND INFERENTIAL JUDGMF~I~ 

The first question to be addressed by the actuary wlth regard to 

company goals might be: How does aehlevement of the stated goal in 

some future period change the *'ate level need for that period? An 
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equally impcrtant question but one which may not be as obviously 

vithln the utrict domain of the actuary is: How can the product 

be priced to give the stated goal the best possible chance to be 

achieved with the greatest positive implications for profitability? 

A slightly more imnediate question which should also be of interest 

to the actuary is: What information that the actuary is most qualified 

to obtain and interpret would be most useful in making final pricing 

decisions in light of the stated goals? Let us examine these 

questions through a model. Suppose a nationwide insurer of private 

passenger automobile is considering a growth goal for itself that 

translates into a 100% countrywide increase in new business writings 

for the coming year. That growth goal need not translate into a 

doubling of the new writings in each state; only the countrywide goal 

is important to the company. The company enjoys a renewal ratio of 

90% end ~s currently in a no growth (in exposures) situation and is 

earning a 2% tu~derwriting profit on premiums. If an effective annual 

investment rate (that is, considering the amount of time for which 

policyholders' fm~ds are held for investment) of 3% on premi~s is earned 

and 8% is earned on invested surplus, then the current overall rate of 

return on surplus given a 2 to 1 premium to surplus ratio is: 

2 ( 2 . o ~  + 3.0%) + 8.0% = 18.o% 

The overall return of 18% h is considered adequate but is generally 

not sufficient to attract significant amounts of new capita/. If new 

business generates loss ratios which are 20% above those for renewal 

business, the premium dollar may have components llke the following: 

h Let us simplify by ignoring taxes and other peripheral nuisances. 
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~}ew (10%) Renewel (~0~)  Combined 

Losses 72.0% 60.0~ 61.2% 

Expenses 5 36.8 36.8 36.8 

rh'ofit 8.8 3.2 E.O 

Total 100.0% 100.0% iO0.0Z 

A doubling of new business spread equally among the states 

wou/,] result in a combined loss ratio of about 62.2~ as follows: 

[lew (20) Renewal (90) Total 

Losses 72.0~ 60.05 62.2~ 

Expenses 36.8 36.8 36.8 

Profit - 8.8% 3.2 1.0 
100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

The return on surplus ~;ould then be: 

2.2 (1.0% + 3.0%) + 8.0% = 16.8% 

We have given up some current earnings for growth which we 

hope rill translate into future higher earnings. But suppose 

the insul'ers do,rain consicts of only two states each with one 

half the total premium volume and with experience as follows: 

State A State B 

New Renewal New Renewal 
(~) (h~) (~) (h~) Total 

Losses 66.0% 55.09 78.0% 6~.0% 61.2% 

Expenses " 36.8 36.8 36.8 36.8- 36.8 

Profit - 2.8 8.2 - lb.8 1.8 2.0 

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% i00.0% i00.0% 

5 Of course new business expenses are higher but that isn't needed 
here; the point is that the profit is negative. 
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~:ow if our growth goal countrywide can be achieved by ~Titing 

all our extra new business in State A, the profit picture would be 

quite different. The countrywide loss ratio would be 61.6%, the 

under%Tiring profit would only be reduced to 1.6% and the rate of 

return would be: 

2.2 (1.6% + 3.0%) + 8.o% : 16.1% 

a higher current rate of return on surplus with achievement of our 

gro%-th goal, the best of both worlds. But notice that the level of 

new business %Titings would have to triple in State A to achieve 

this result. Such a level of new production may go beyond the 

efficient limits ~mposed by either internal manpower constraints 

(such ~s the number of under~Titers familiar with thai state) or 

the &vailability of such a large number of new and acceptable 

risks ~n the :.tare. It is probably more reasonable to assume 

that the loss ratio, the expense ratio or both would increase 

for new h1:s~ness in State A as we do the things, such as adver- 

tising or !oo~enin~ of underwriting standards, which are necessary 

to attract !ay£e numbers of new risks. The result would probably 

reduce the rate of return to a figure below the 18Z no growth rate. 

The model could he taken further to include such factors% but let 

us instend return to the three questions Of interest to the actuary 

and attez*pt to answer them within the context of the mc4e!. 

?he first question was: How does achievement of'the ~oal in 

the future period change the rate level need • for that period? 

The question could he addressed each time a state's rates are 

reviewed~ hut we have already seen that ~t is better from a 
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profitability standpoint to concentrate growth in the profitable 

states within certain limitations. To address the question state 

by state is to give an incomplete and unsatisfactory answer. How 

then should we proceed? We must answer the question on a country- 

wide basis by developing a state by state plan of growth that 

adds up to the country~ide objective. Each state's part in the 

overall goal can then become a factor in the inferential 

Judgments used to develop the "goal oriented" rate level indica- 

tions for that state. But this cannot reasonably be done without 

reference to the second question of interest to the actuary: How 

can the product be priced to give the stated goal the best 

possible chance for achievement with the greatest positive 

implications for profitability? FOr example, suppose the stated 

goal is modarate growth with no reduction to the overall rate of 

return. Most probably the influx of unprofitable new business 

would have to be offset by an increase in the Beneral rate level 

so that the same overall rate of return is achieved. ~ut if we 

want to concentrate our growth in the profitable states, those 

states weuld require a substantially higher growth rate prompting 

sn equally substantial offsetting rise in the overall rate level. 

This rite in rate level may not be possible without eompromislug 

the competitive position in the state and destroying the possibility 

for the d~sired growth, a "Catch 22" situation. ~%e solution may be 

to concentrate the growth in the profitable states but spread the 
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needed rote !eve] increase among all states so the effects on 

competitive position will be negligable. 6 

THE NEED FCR A FRICI~ POLICY 

The details of the particular problem of gro~h and 

profitability helng discussed here are not important. What is 

important is the generalization that springs from the exercise. 

The best ~ay to achieve the overall corporate goal in this case 

is to ~lan a strategy for each state so that the sum of the 

states' objectives equals the country~'ide objective. But all 

states' goals must be set at the same time to insure that the 

whole will equal the sum of its parts. But the nature of the 

task will not allow all states' rates to be reviewed at the same 

time. Therefore, it is imperative that the corporate objective 

be tra:,slated into a state by state pricing strategy which can 

be referenced as each state's rates are reviewed. It can be 

argued that if the role of the actuary, or more precisely the 

$uneticn of the pricln~ area of the company's actuarial department, 

is to derive the best possible estimate of the future rate level 

needs in each state, then the corporate goals need not be trans- 

lated into a pricing policy at all~ they need only be recognized 

by man,Ghent as it makes state by state rate level decisions 

(as contrasted with the calculation of rate level needs). Then 

the decision maker wculd receive two separate inputs:, the overall 

corporate 6oals on the one hand and the state by state "no goals" 

6 Such action should not ordinarily cause regulatory concern siT!ce 
the rates state by state are usually at such a point within the 
ran6e of reasonableness that small increases would not produce 
excessive rate levels. 
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rate level indications on the ethel'. The decision maker's task 

then wou]d be to synthesize the two to deterl~ine the rate level 

that will actually he used in the future. Uo doubt corporate 

goals could be addressed in this way but the method needlesslzl 

obscures the ramifications far the overall goal of the individual 

state decisions. The decision maker is left in the position of 

having to Rake an inferential judgment with practically no guidance. 

~or example, he ma}" have a rate change need of +i0% in a particular 

state in %'hich he wishes to generate substantial growth, l{e m~3' 

estimate that, with gro%~th, the rnte level need ~'euld be +12% so 

that gro%%h has virtually eliminated the 2~ profit in the state. 

This is a rather subjective foundationless inference. 

h~cw remember the third question of interest to the nctuary: 

kqnat information that the actuary is most qualified to obtain and inter- 

pret would be most useful in making final pricing decisions in light 

of the stated goals? The answer here is that if corporate goals 

are translated into pricing strategy which is then communicated 

do%q% te the level at %'hich the rates are actually revie%'ed, then 

"no seal" rate ]oval negus and "corporate objective" rate level 

ne~ds can both be calculated and competed. The decision mskt:r 

can then see Frecisely what the goal is costin 6 in profltabil~ty 

and competitive i~sition. He can also s.ee the r[unlflcatiens for 

the countrywide goal of choosing the "no Koal" rate indication :or 

a particular state. In this way the decision maker can constantly 

reevaluate the goal itself in terms of its profitability cost and 
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also track the state by state progress toward the goal as each 

state is reviewed. ~le decision maker can do all this because 

the actu~n'y, ~ware of corporate goals and al~ed ~'Ith a pricing 

policy based on them, has provided a precise calculation of the 

relationship between those goals and the otherwise applicable 

rate needs for each state. The need for inferential Judgz.ents 

has not been eliminated, but a vehicle has been provided by ~hieh 

those judgments can be made ~ithin the rate review process itself. 

~at vehicle is a pricing policy based on overall corporate 

object!yes. ~e have replaced the ]2~ vs. i0~ crude Jud&nent of 

the decls~on maker above with the mathematical evaluation by the 

actuary based on statistical knowledge oi' the relationship between 

nev and renewal loss ratios. 

Let us sur~zarize in Just a few sentences. Pate level incica- 

tions ere not static inputs into the decision making process, rather 

they form a dynamic interrelated system with deeisiors,either rate 

level or growth decisions, se that indicated rate level needs 

deterztine and are determined by those decisions, qhis realization 

does t~o things. First it argues persuasively for including the 

sctu~ry in the decision making process. Second it demonstrates the 

need for a direct ]ink between corporate goals and the rate level 

calculation (a ~ricing policy) so the actus1~ can calculate rate 

loyola in a msnzer consistent with those Goals and provide other 

inforDatio~ of value in the decision making process. 
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